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• Makes it easy to comply with ever-changing regulations 
on nutritional labeling

• Increases profitability of finished goods through recipe 
cost-analysis

• Improves order accuracy with forecasted demand  
of ingredients based on finished goods

• Keeps costs low, with no software or licenses needed  
for end users

• Links to existing systems for item information (including 
nutritional details), pricing and automated order submission

• Allows both distributors and operators to add menus  
and recipes

Not only do inventory errors and inadequate cost controls  
hurt your bottom line, mistakes in satisfying individual  
dietary restrictions can lead to serious consequences  
for your customers. And for you.

With NCR Power Menu, delivering accurate and cost-effective 
menu-management services has never been easier.  
A Web-based solution, NCR Power Menu provides 
robust menu-management functionality in a zero footprint 
application. A browser and internet connection are all  
you or your customers need to access a full array of  
menu-management functionality.

Better yet, NCR Power Menu increases your customer 
satisfaction by helping them better manage their menu costs.

For food-service operators with countless menu items and ingredients to manage day after day 
after day, inefficient menu management is a recipe for disaster.
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Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in 
consumer transaction technologies, turning everyday 
interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. 
With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services,  
NCR enables more than 485 million transactions daily 
across retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and 
technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the 
everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with 
approximately 29,000 employees and does business  
in 180 countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation 
in the United States and other countries.  

ncr.com/retail

Product highlights

• Integration with NCR Power Enterprise suite, including 
Power Net for ordering

• More than 9,000 pre-populated recipes, plus custom 
recipe entry

• Cost analysis based on recipe portion, meal, day,  
week or menu cycle

• Menus for custom diets, holiday and theme meals along 
with all standard diets and textures for healthcare

• Nutritional analysis by ingredient, product, portion, meal, 
day or cycle, including allergen warnings

Built for performance. And profitability.
Designed to seamlessly link menu-management functions 
into a distributor’s own inventory, pricing and order-submission 
systems, NCR Power Menu allows food-service providers to 
choose from a wide range of existing menus, recipes and  
more. With flexible features for all segments—food-service, retail, 
restaurants, banquets/catering, institutions and healthcare-this 
advanced menu-management solution can handle the needs 
of any operator, no matter how large or small.

NCR Power Menu also allows you to use one of its existing 
templates as a starting point for creating menus, in addition 
to adding custom diets that are specifically relevant to an 
individual facility. Special holiday and theme menus are also 
possible, as is the ability to create custom recipes or select 
from more than 9,000 pre-existing options.

• Inventory tracking for items stocked across facilities  
or in multiple locations at one facility

• Generation of FDA-compliant nutritional labels,  
with ability to customize with additional fields 

• Control of recipe access and customization at the chain 
or facility level

• Zero footprint that is easy to implement, support  
and manage

• Flexible functionality to support all food-service 
segments, including retail, healthcare and institutional 
food preparation

Power Menu can flag recipes with allergen ingredients, 
and create product nutritional profiles to supplement the 
information for more than 8,000 common products. Its ability 
to integrate seamlessly with NCR Power Enterprise suite 
including Power Net for optimal order creation is just one 
more reason you should order Power Menu for yourself—a la 
carte or as part of the industry-leading suite of NCR solutions.


